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ABSTRACT: Elastic Optical Networks (EON) have emerged as a promising solution to meet the demands for flexible and high-capacity 

communication. However, due to spectral contiguity and continuity constraints, the efficient allocation of resources, such as bandwidth, 
in EONs remains a challenging task, especially for multicast connections. Indeed, in dynamic traffic scenarios, frequent establishment and 
teardown of requests lead to the formation of isolated spectrum fragments that cannot be allocated to other requests. Several 
reallocation approaches exist to aggregate these fragments by reconfiguring already established connections in the network to 
accommodate new connection requests. All these approaches aim to minimize disruptions for users by minimizing the number of 
reconfigured connections in the reallocation process. We propose a new approach called Dynamic Bandwidth Reallocation for Multicast 
Connections (RDBM), which is specifically designed for multicast connections. The RDBM algorithm primarily aims to minimize 
disruptions during the process of reallocating bandwidth for multicast connections while reducing the blocking probability for dynamic 
multicast traffic. 

KEYWORDS: Elastic optical networks, routing and spectrum allocation, multicast spectrum reallocation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CONTEXT 

The ever-increasing and heterogeneous bandwidth demands on the internet are partly due to the proliferation of multicast services 
such as video conferencing and cloud services [1], [2]. Currently, the most suitable networks to cope with the intense and diverse 
bandwidth demands on the internet are elastic optical networks [3]. In these networks, the spectrum is divided into multiple units of 
bandwidth called Frequency Slot Units (FSUs) or slots. These slots are then aggregated and allocated to users based on their bandwidth 
requirements, enabling flexible bandwidth allocation with high data rates (Tb/s). However, in the absence of wavelength converters, slot 
allocation in EONs is subject to two major constraints: contiguity and continuity. The contiguity constraint means that the slots allocated 
to a connection must be adjacent in the spectrum (successive slots). The continuity constraint requires that, for a given connection, the 
same spectrum range (the same successive indices) should be reserved on each link along the connection path, meaning from the source 
to the destination. Due to continuity and contiguity constraints, spectrum fragmentation is one of the major challenges in EONs. This 
occurs when connections are dynamically established and torn down, leading to the formation of numerous isolated slots that cannot 
be allocated to other requests [4]. In this context, bandwidth defragmentation is a key challenge. The goal is to reorganize the slots to 
reduce spectrum fragmentation and free up contiguous slots for allocating new connections by reallocating already used frequency slots 
to existing established connections in the network. This process enhances the utilization of available resources and improves the capacity 
of the network to accommodate new demands. 

The spectrum defragmentation problem is addressed by reallocating frequency slots. Spectrum reallocation can be resolved using 
either a proactive or reactive approach [5]. The proactive approach involves the use of algorithms that are to reorganize the spectrum. 
In the reactive approach, algorithms are invoked when a connection request is blocked. In this case, the algorithms attempt to 
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reconfigure existing connections to free up the necessary resources to accommodate the new connection request. With increasingly 
dynamic traffic and the growth of multicast services, this study focuses on the reactive reallocation approach. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The defragmentation process requires the reconfiguration of certain connections established in the network. This reconfiguration 
can disrupt the destination nodes of these connections. To mitigate the impact of disruptions on all users, spectrum defragmentation 
algorithms aim to minimize the number of reconfigured connections. The objective of this study was to propose a reactive 
defragmentation approach that reconfigures multicast connections while minimizing the number of users affected by the process. 

1.3 ORGANIZATION 

The current section of briefly introduces the reallocation problem, along with the problem statement, objectives, motivation, and 
contributions. Section 2 provides a review of related work on network reconfiguration. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the 
problem. Section 4 is the proposed reallocation algorithm. In Section 5, the proposed algorithm is implemented, and the results are 
analysed and discussed. Finally, Section 6 concludes this study. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 MULTICAST ROUTING AND SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENT 

The resolution of the Multicast Routing and Spectrum Allocation (MC-RSA) problem consists of two sub-problems. The first is the 
routing problem, which involves finding a tree-like path for a given connection request. The second problem is the spectrum allocation 
along the path to meet the bandwidth demand of the connection [6], [7]. 

2.2 SPECTRUM REALLOCATION 

The blocking of a connection request can be justified for various reasons. This can be due to a lack of available resources on the 
determined paths or the absence of contiguous or continuous slots. When the slots are not contiguous, spectrum reallocation involves 
reconfiguring existing connections by assigning them to different frequency slots to free up contiguous slots to accommodate the new 
connection request [8], [9]. Several reallocation techniques exist and can be grouped into four main techniques, namely "re-
optimization," "make-before-break," the "push-pull" technique, and the "hop tuning" technique [10], [11], [12], [13]. In [14], [15], the 
authors conducted a comparative study of these techniques. Their results indicate that the "hop tuning" technique yields the best 
blocking probability for connection requests. In this work, we propose a reallocation algorithm based on defragmentation hoptuning 
techniques that not only achieves a favorable blocking probability but also minimizes the number of user disruptions. In the case of 
unicast connections, this means reducing the number of existing traffic flows to be reconfigured in the defragmentation process, because 
each reconfigured connection disrupts the flow to a single destination node [16]. However, in the case of multicast connections, 
disrupting a single connection affects multiple destination nodes (i.e., users). When dealing with multicast connections, minimizing the 
number of users affected by the reallocation process involves finding a reallocation solution in which the number of reconfigured 
connections minimizes the number of destination nodes. 

3 MODELLING THE PROBLEM 

3.1 NETWORK MODEL 

Let’s consider a flexible optical network with an arbitrary physical topology defined by a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of network 
nodes, and E is the set of network links. Each node is equipped with reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs) and variable 
bandwidth transponders (BVTs) to interface with the upper layers of the network. In addition, each link corresponds to a bidirectional 
pair of optical fibers. Furthermore, the spectrum of each link, denoted by l ∈ L, is divided into F frequency slots, wheref (f = 1,..., |F|) 
designates the slot with index f. The state of the network is described by a set M of established optical trees, obtained by applying a 
suitable multicast routing and slot allocation (MRSA) algorithm to a set of connection requests [6].Each optical tree, denoted as i ∈ M, is 
defined by the tuple(𝑠𝑖,𝐷𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖, 𝑓𝑖), where 𝑠𝑖  is the source node, 𝐷𝑖the set of de destination nodes, 𝑛𝑖the number of assigned spectrum 
slots and𝑓𝑖is the first slot of spectrum assigned to i which ranges from 𝑓𝑖  up to (𝑓𝑖  + 𝑛𝑖– 1). A set of candidate trees for each connection 
request is precalculated using the Shortest Path Tree (SPT) algorithm. To avoid numerous reconfiguration steps that could impact 
network performance, established connections are reconfigured in parallel. This parallel reconfiguration is performed through the hop-
tuning technique. Hence, for a given set of reallocation sessions, only two steps are required, namely the simultaneous allocation of new 
slots and the simultaneous release of the old slots that were assigned to them. 
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3.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Given: 

• An elastic optical network (EON); the initial state of the network 𝑆0; 

• A set of already established connections denoted by M; 

• The set of optical trees of M denoted by T; 

• A blocked connection demand k such that 𝑘 = (𝑠𝑘,𝐷𝑘, 𝑛𝑘); the path of k is denoted by 𝑇𝑘. 

Goal: 

• Reduce the blocking probability. 

Specific objectives: 

• Reconfigure existing connections to free up enough slots to meet any blocked demand k; 

• Minimize the number of nodes of existing connections disrupted by the reallocation process. 

Constraints: 

• The initial routing of established connections is not modified; 

• The slots reallocated to already establish connections in the reallocation process are free; 

• The reallocation process occurs without the flow interruption; 

• The number of destination nodes for each established multicast connection is randomly variable. 

3.3 SPECIFICATION OF PROBLEM 

Existing reallocation methods prioritize minimizing the disruption of a minimal number of traffic without considering the number of 
destination nodes disrupted by this process. In a unicast context, these two objectives align, implying that reducing the number of 
reconfigured connections inherently reduces the number of destination nodes affected by flow interruption. However, for multicast 
connections, reducing the number of reconfigured connections does not necessarily reduce the number of destination nodes impacted. 
This is because the number of destination nodes varies for all multicast connections; therefore, the number of destination nodes of 
multicast connections and the number of connections in the network are uncorrelated. On the one hand, reconfiguring a unicast 
connection affects a single user (single node), while on the other hand, reconfiguring a single multicast connection can impact several 
users. The challenge of this work, for a blocked connection request, is to find among there allocation solutions the one that minimizes 
the number of disrupted users. 

3.4 ILLUSTRATION WITH A REALLOCATION PROBLEM INSTANCE 

Fig 1 shows an instance of the spectrum reallocation problem. The considered network consists of 5 nodes and 7 links. Connections 
m1, m2, and m3 have 3 destinations, 2 destinations, and 1 destination, respectively. The initial routing comprises trees T1 = (1, {2, 3, 4}), T2 
= (3, {4, 5}), and T2 = (1, {5}). Table 1 lists the slot assignments on the links comprising the paths of the connections. Slot 1 is allocated to 
tree T1 (in red color), slot 2 to tree T2 (in yellow color), and slot 3 to tree T3 (in green color). 

We then consider a new connection request in this network, denoted as mk = (1, {2, 5}, 2), with source 1 and destinations 4 and 5, 
and a bandwidth demand of 2 slots. Establishing this connection requires solving the routing and slot assignment problems. The tree 
obtained after solving the routing problem for this connection request is denoted by Tk (in blue dashed lines). The slot assignment 
problem on the Tk tree for this connection has no solution. This is because there are no two available slots that satisfy contiguous and 
continuous constraints on the links comprising the Tktree. As a result, connection mk is blocked. However, a reallocation of slots allocated 
to existing connections can potentially allow the acceptance of the new connection request mk. 

The reallocation solution for this request involves identifying a block of two slots on the links of the Tk tree for which all the 
connections that intersect it can be reconfigured. Reconfiguring these connections will free up the necessary slots to establish the new 
connection request. The candidate slot blocks that, when reallocated, free up the resources for the new connection request mk (mk = (1, 
{2, 5}, 2)) are {1; 2} and {2; 3}. For the candidate slot block {1,2}, a reallocation solution involves reallocating slot 4 to trees T1 and T2 to 
free up the slot block {1,2} and allocate it to Tk. For the candidate slot block {2,3}, a reallocation solution involves reallocating slot 1 to 
tree T2 and slot 4 to tree T3 to free up the slot block {2,3} and allocate it to Tk. Considering that there are two reconfigured connections 
in each of these blocks, a reallocation algorithm used for unicast connections can randomly select one of these blocks. If the slot block 
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{2; 3} is chosen, the process will reconfigure two connections and impact 5 destinations, as shown in Table 2. If the slot block {1; 2} is 
chosen, the process will reconfigure two connections and impact 3 destinations, as shown in Table 3. Slot reallocation algorithms used 
for unicast connections are, therefore, not suitable for multicast connections. Next, we propose a slot reallocation algorithm that 
minimizes the number of impacted destinations during the process 

 

Fig. 1. An instance of the spectrum reallocation problem 

Table 1. Network state with block of slots 

Liens 1 2  3  4 

l1     

l2     

l3     

l4     

l5     

l6     

l7     

Number of connections 
reconfigured per block 

2   

 2  

  1 

Number of affected 
destination nodes (users) 
per block 

5   

 3  

  1 

Table 2. Reallocation with minimum existing traffic reconfigured 

Liens 1 2  3  4 

l1     

l2     

l3     

l4     

l5     

l6     

l7     

Number of connections 
reconfigured per block 

 2  

Number of affected 
destination nodes (users) 
per block 

 5  
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Table 3. Number of users (nodes) aware reallocation 

Liens 1 2  3  4 

l1     

l2     

l3     

l4     

l5     

l6     

l7     

Number of connections 
reconfigured per block 

2   

Number of affected 
destination nodes (users) 
per block 

3    

4 PROPOSED METHODS 

4.1 SLOTS REALLOCATION ALGORITHM WITH MINIMUM NODES RECONFIGURED 

To minimize the number of reconfigured users, we select, among the reallocation solutions, the one for which the candidate block 
minimizes the number of recipient nodes according to Reallocation with Minimum Nodes Disrupted (see Algorithm I) denoted by 
RMNDA. RMNDA takes as input the graph G= (E, V), the set of already established multicast connection denoted by M, Tk, which is the 
tree selected for the blocked request k = (sk, Dk, nk), and a binary variable Sol, which takes True if a solution is found. The first step ofRMNDA 
consists in creating a list B of all candidate blocks on Tk, each consisting of nk contiguous slots, where nk is the number of slots required by 
the request (refer to line 1 of Algorithm I). For each block bi in B, RMNDA computes the list Li of all already established connections that 
intersect the Tk tree on block bi (refer from line 2 to line 5 of Algorithm I). At the end of this step, each candidate block bi is associated 
with the group Li of established connections. In the second step, RMNDA calculates the total sum of destinations nodes for the 
connections in each group Li. The connection groups are then sorted in ascending order based on the total number of destination nodes 
(refer to line 7 of Algorithm I). Additionally, the blocks are sorted in the same order as their corresponding Li (refer to line 8 of Algorithm 
I). At the end of this step, the blocks belonging to Bare arranged in ascending order according to their number of destination nodes.In 
the third step, RMNDA traverses the blocks established in line 8 to solve the slot reallocation problem for these blocks. The first block bi 
for which slot reallocation is possible becomes the solution to the problem. This block is the elected block. Then, all the slots of the 
connections in the Li group associated with biare reallocated. The slots of bi used by these connections are released simultaneously using 
the hop-tuning technique (refer from line 10 to line 16 of Algorithm II). These slots are used to establish the new connection. RMNDA 
stops when a block is elected or when all the candidate blocks in B have been processed. 

4.2 DYNAMIC MULTICAST ROUTING AND SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM WITH REALLOCATION 

We present our approach (see Algorithm II) denoted by MURHto solvethe dynamic multicast routing and spectrum allocation 
problem also called or reallocation problem. For a new connection request, the routing problem is solved using Dijkstra’s algorithm [17]. 
MURH determines k trees with the smallest number of links. The second subproblem is that of slot allocation, which is resolved using the 
First-Fit algorithm. This algorithm allocates the first available contiguous slots on each link of the connection tree. If the allocation fails, 
then existing connections in the network are reconfigured using the proposed reallocation algorithm denoted by RMNDA (refer to line 
24 of Algorithm II). If a block is elected (Sol = True), then the current selected tree is established, and the connection request is accepted 
into the network. If the reallocation algorithm fails, then the connection request is blocked (refer from line 25 to line 32 of Algorithm II). 
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Aglorithm I: Reallocation with Minimum Nodes Disrupted Algorithm(RMNDA) 

Input: G = (E, V), M, Tk, (sk, Dk, nk), Sol = False 
Output : Reallocation decision 

1 Create List B of all candidate blocks  for Tk 
2 WhileB≠ ∅do 
3     Select a block bi∈ B // Choisir un bloc 
4     Create List Li of all connections intercepting Tk on bi 
5     B = B \ {bi } 
6 End  
7 Sort Li in ascending order based on the total number of destination nodes in the trees of Li 
8 Sort bi in B in the same order as Li 
9 While (B ≠ ∅ ou Sol = false) do 
10       Select bi in the order obtained in 8 
11      If a reallocation solution exists for bithen 

12           Reallocate the corresponding slots in parallel for  each of the trees in Li. 
    Free up the old slots used by the trees in Li. 

13           Sol = true 
14     Else 
15           B = B \ {bi} 
16     End 
       End 

 

Algorithm II: Minimum User Reallocation Hoptuning (MURH) 

Input : Physical Topology Graph G = (V, E), Multicast Request (sk, Dk, nk), A: List of k-trees for (sk, Dk, nk), Sol=False 
Output : Connection request decision 

1 For a request (sk,Dk,nk) 
2      While (n < k) do  
3         While Dk ≠ ∅do 
4           Select a destination d ∈ Dt 
5           If there is a path from sk to d then 
6              Find the shortest path Pd from sk to d (Dijkstra) 
7              En = En∪ Pd 
8              Dk = Dk – {d} 
9           End 
10         End 
11           Construct the tree Tn with the links from En 
12           A = A ∪ Tn 
13           n = n +  1 
14      End  
15      While e < k do 
16        Tk  = Te // Select Teas the tree of the request 
17          If The resources to establish Tk are available then 
18             Allocate resources to Tk 
19             Accept the session (sk,Dk,nk) 
20         Else 
21              Run algorithm I 
22              If (Sol == True)then 
23                  Go to  18 
24              End 
25         End 
26            e = e + 1 
27 End  
28       Reject the session (sk,Dk,nk) 
End 
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5 SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

5.1 DYNAMIC MULTICAST ROUTING AND SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM WITH REALLOCATION 

The proposed approach MURH was compared to two other multicast connection routing and slot allocation approaches. The first 
algorithm is classic routing and slot allocation algorithm without spectrum reallocation, MRSA (Multicast Routing and Slot Allocation) [6]. 
The second algorithm is the routing and slot allocation algorithm with minimal reallocation of connections, MCRH (Minimum Connection 
Reallocation Hoptuning) [16]. Standard network topologies with different characteristics were used, including the physical network 
topologies USA-Backbone, NSFNet, and cost 239. The simulations were conducted using the simulator called FlexgridSim [17]. The traffic 
demand type considered here is multicast, which involves one source and multiple destinations. Connection requests were generated 
randomly following a uniform distribution, and each source node and the set of destination nodes for the request belong to set V. Each 
fiber had a capacity of 150 FS (Frequency Slots), and each slot had a width of 12.5 GHz. The bandwidth requirements for each multicast 
traffic request were evenly distributed between 1 and 8 slots, and optical tree requests were established using the first-fit approach. The 
inter-arrival time between connection requests and the connection holding time were generated according to an exponential 
distribution [6]. For each network, between 100 and 1000 multicast connections were randomly generated, with the number of 
destinations ranging from 2 to |V|-2. All the nodes in the network have multicast capabilities. The simulation scenario is as follows: when 
a connection request arrives, we used a offline manner to calculate the number of different trees from the source to various destinations 
using the Dijkstra algorithm. For our simulations, we used the first two calculated trees as candidates for routing the request to limit 
computation time (k=2). For each traffic load (Erlang) in each network, and for a number of 1000 connection requests, 10 simulations 
were conducted. The evaluation metrics include the connection request blocking rate, the rate of reconfigured destinations, and the 
fragmentation rate. The average link fragmentation rate in the network is calculated for every 100 processed connection requests. These 
three metrics are detailed in the following section. 

5.2 PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Three metrics are evaluated here, namely, the blocking probability, the number of users reconfigured and the fragmentation rate. 

• The blocking probability (BP) is defined as the ratio of the total number of blocked connection requests to the total number of 
requested connections. Let B be the number of blocked requests, R be the number of connection requests, and BP be the blocking 
probability. Equation (1) gives the expression of BP 

𝐵𝑃 =
𝐵

𝑅 
             (1) 

• The fragmentation rate assesses the proper distribution of slots in the network. The metric used here is Shannon’s entropy [18] 

𝐹𝑃 = ∑
𝑓𝑖

𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 ln (
𝑆

𝑓𝑖
)            (2) 

Where S is the number of slots per network link, and fi is a contiguous block of i slots. 

Every 100 processed connection requests and for each Erlang load, the overall network fragmentation rate was calculated by 
averaging the fragmentation rate of the network’s links. 

• The numbers of destination nodes reconfigured names numbers of users reconfigured in each graph 

𝑁𝑏𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 = ∑ 𝛾𝑖𝑥𝑖             (3) 

Where 𝛾𝑖  is a binary variable equal to 0 if a destination node xi is reconfigured and 0 otherwise. 
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Fig. 2. Blocking probability in NSFNet network 

 

Fig. 3. Blocking probability in COST 239 network 

 

Fig. 4. Blocking probability USA backbone network 
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Fig. 5. Average of fragmentation rate in NSFNet 

 

Fig. 6. Average of fragmentation rate in COST 239 

 

Fig. 7. Average of fragmentation rate in USA Backbone 
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Fig. 8. Numbers of nodes reconfigured in NSFNet 

 

Fig. 9. Numbers of nodes reconfigured in COST 239 

 

Fig. 10. Numbers of nodes reconfigured in USA Backbone 
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5.3 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the various simulations are shown in Figures 2 to 10. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the results of the blocking probability for 
the MRSA, MCRH, and MURH algorithms, respectively in NSFNet network, COST 239 network and USA backbone network. It is evident 
that the MRSA algorithm consistently results in the highest blocking probability, regardless of the network. This can be explained by the 
fact that MRSA does not perform spectrum reallocation compared to the MCRH and MURH approaches. In the NSFNet network, the 
MCRH and MURH algorithms have very similar blocking probabilities. This is due to the characteristics of the NSFNet network, which has 
fewer nodes. In such conditions, reallocation solutions with a minimum number of reconfigured connections come closer to those with 
a minimum number of affected destinations. Under the Cost 239 and USA Backbone networks, the difference between the two 
approaches is more apparent, especially as the network load increases, with an advantage for our MURH approach, which achieves a 
slightly lower blocking probability than the MCRH algorithm. This is because when reconfiguring fewer destinations, it translates to 
reallocating slots along fewer paths, as each reconfigured destination node corresponds to a path from the source of the reconfigured 
connection to the reconfigured destination node. The MURH solutions create less disruption in the alignment of slots in the network 
than the MCRH algorithm. This is confirmed by the fragmentation rate recorded in Figures 5, 6, and 7, where it is observed that the 
MURH algorithm achieves an average reduction in the fragmentation rate compared to MCRH of 0.08% in the NFSNet network, 1.5% in 
the Cost 239 network, and 0.55% in the USA Backbone network. Regarding the metric of the number of reconfigured destinations, there 
is a clear advantage of the MURH algorithm compared to the MCRH algorithm, regardless of the network or network load considered. 
Since no reallocation operations are performed in the MRSA algorithm, no destination is affected during its execution. In contrast, when 
comparing MURH and MCRH, MURH reduces the number of affected users by 7% in the NSFNet network compared to the MCRH 
algorithm. Similarly, MURH reduces the number of affected users by 8% compared to the MCRH algorithm in the Cost 239 network. 
Finally, in the USA Backbone network, this difference reaches up to a 10.5% reduction in the number of destinations. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this work, we addressed the problem of multicast connection allocation. This problem consists of satisfying an initially blocked 
multicast connection request and reduces the blocking probability. 

To overcome this problem, an allocation algorithm was proposed and implemented in a dynamic multicast traffic scenario on the 
NSFNET, USA Backbone, and Cost 239 topologies. It was demonstrated that the proposed algorithm was capable of satisfying incoming 
new demands that were initially blocked by reconfiguring a minimal number of existing destinations in the network. A comparison using 
the metrics of blocking probability, fragmentation rate, and the number of reconfigured destinations was performed with the MRSA and 
MCRH algorithms. It was concluded that our approach, named MUCRH, reconfigures the smallest number of existing destinations in the 
network while maintaining or even improving blocking probability performance for higher network loads. 

However, the proposed approach does not take into account energy consumption, which is a major consideration in today’s choice 
of reallocation solutions. A future work could involve integrating energy efficiency into this approach using artificial intelligence methods 
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